
I feel the war is very close. I think it is time that 
everyone makes a Cheshbon Hanefesh. Even 
though when I say the war is very close it 
doesn’t mean it is going to be tomorrow or the 
next day. However for sure it has 
already started. It is definitely the countdown 
and everyone better utilize that time to do 
Teshuva.  
I feel that this war will come one stage after 
another. Things will get more complex and 

more frightening. Sometimes it will seem to be at a standstill, which because we 
are already in this process of going towards world war we may think if it stands 
still it is not going to happen but we have seen lately very clearly how it works, 
how it goes from stage to stage progressively becoming more and more 
threatening. 
So, I am begging you take all the Simonim / warning signs seriously and know 
that this has all been foretold in the Nevuas. We are not at the beginning of this 
development. We are going rapidly towards all-out war, that with the so-called 
technological developments could take down huge cities and turn them into dust 
in minutes. It is not only the war that we have to fear it is the fact that most of 
the population of the world is living in absolute sin and the so-called "rulers of 
the world" are encouraging us to break off ties with our G-D and go in the ways 
of the Satan, Yemach Shemo Vezichro. This is a deadly situation! These rogues 
are especially targeting the Jewish people even though we are a very tiny spec 
on the map. Still through our Torah and our intimate connection with Hakadosh 
Boruch Hu we have the keys to all the secrets of life itself and therefore the evil 
ones want to particularly get rid of us all and especially stamp out, Chas 
Vesholom, the Jewish faith, the Jewish connection with The Hakol Yachol. 
I beg my Jewish brethren discard your Gashmiusdik toys that can only bring you 
to destruction by bringing you down in your inborn ability to connect to the higher 
realms of Creation and reach the epitome of Devaikus with Hakadosh Boruch 
Hu. 
I beg you use your intelligence, use your depth of understanding and love that 
Hashem gave you and live your lives according to Hashem’s words. If you do, 
you will reap eternity, an eternity only of true good and true happiness. If you 
don’t take advantage of what I have just written then your end will be extremely 
painful and with no way to repent and you will disappear from existence, Lo 
Oleinu. Choose, Am Yisroel, and do it quickly. Time is running out and when it 
runs out you will either live a most extraordinarily wonderful eternal life or you 
will disappear into non-existence. It is your choice! 
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